
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                    

 

 

 

 

 
 

Price includes: 
-     accommodation 

-     full board (breakfast, lunch and dinner served in a form of self-service buffet), The full board 

      begins with dinner and ends with breakfast 

-     entry medical examination 

- 3 medical treatments on average per night as prescribed by the spa doctor based on the current 

medical condition of the client (except for Sundays and national holidays) 

-     1 entry to the pools of choice per night (2 hours outdoor pool or 1 hour indoor pool) 

- BONUS CARD - 1 bonus during the stay - 1 x entrance to the outdoor pool for 2 hours or          

1 x entrance to the cardiofittness or 1 x entrance to the salt cave or 50% discount on 1 additional 

treatments in our new balneocentre  
 

 

  Price for 1 person/night in double room  (minimum 5 nights) 

Price list valid from/to 2.1. – 31.5.2020 

1.10. - 20.12.2020 
1.6. – 30.9.2020 
1.6. – 30.9.2020 

Price list valid from/to Stay  

5 – 8 nights 

Stay  

9 and more 

Nights 

Stay  

5 – 8 Nights 

Stay  

9 and more 

Nights 
Spa hotel Choč, Spa hotel KUBO, 

Dependance Liptov 71 € 66 € 85* € 78 € 
Dependance Adam, Cyril,  

Diana, Maja 67 € 62 € 78* € 73 € 
* 10 % loyalty discount may be applied to the price from the 3rd stay 

 

For each additional night services will be added accordingly. The stay begins with dinner and ends                        

with breakfast. Arrival is possible during any day. Stays are only available for the minimum of 5 nights. Guests 

can check in after 16.00 pm on the day of arrival. Guests are required to checkout by 10.00 am on the day          

of departure.  

 

 

 
Book a stay with 5% additional online discount 

https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/
https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/
https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/
https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/
https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/
https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/
https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/
https://www.spalucky.com/stays/stays-in-spa-lucky/medical-stays/medical-stay-klasik/


Уовершенствуйте Ваше 
BONUS 

-     15% discount on additional treatments in our new balneocentre 

-     Drinking treatment wit the spring HGL-3 or spring Valentína gratis 

-     Free parking, Free internet connection, free discount card for Liptov Region 
 

Are you interested in enjoying your stay in the best comfort? Use the possibility to book a spacious apartment 

in Spa Hotel Choč, Spa Hotel KUBO, Dependance Liptov or Dependance Diana only for the price of 20 €                

per person per night. 

Do you want to enjoy undisturbed peace? Book a single room in Dependance Adam and Cyril for an additional 

charge 15 € per person per night, or book a double room with an unoccupied bed in all other facilities or in a single 

room in Depandance Liptov for, 25 € per person per night. 

Do you find the time for swimming pools too short?  

Additional charge for unlimited access to the outdoor swimming pools 5 € person/night 

Additional charge for unlimited access to the outdoor swimming pools + saunas € 7 person/night  
 

Recommended package of treatments: 2x classical massage, 1x underwater massage or whirlpool bath,                

2x mineral bath (aromatic, pearl or carbonic), 3 x electrotherapy or light treatment (as prescribed by the spa 

doctor), 2 x thermotherapy (paraffin or peat wrap), 1x salt cave or CO2 gas injections, 1x oxygen therapy. The list 

of treatments may change as prescribed by the spa doctor depending on the client's medical condition. 

 

Children´s prices: 

Children up to the age of 18 months gratis – Price includes entries to the pools as per adult accompanying             

the child. Price does not include a separate bed and meals for a child.  

Children from 18 months to 6 years of age - 15 Euro per night. Price includes meals and entries to the pools         

as per adult accompanying the child. Price does not include a separate bed for a child.  

Children from 6 to 12 years of age - Medical stay Junior, 45 € per night (full board, 1x spa treatment and 1x entry 

as per adult accompanying a child). Children are provided with bath treatments and an entrance to the salt cave. 

 
 

 

 

Accommodation tax  according to generally binding regulations 1.00 €/night (person over the age of 14 ) is not included in the price 

and it will be paid at the reception on the day of check-in. The stay is exempt from VAT. Discounts cannot be combined, the best-deal 

discount will be used for the client. Any discount entitlement needs to be communicated prior to payment, no discounts may be used 

retrospectively. The accommodation facility may, in individual cases, offer the client other accommodation than the one agreed and 

confirmed, if the standard of the accommodation is maintained. Any unused bonuses included in the price of the stay may not be 

exchanged for other additional services or financial compensation. KÚPELE LÚČKY a.s. reserves the right to make changes in stays 

and prices.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

.:  00421 44 43 75 561, 00421 44 43 75 111, 00421 43 92 828 recepcia@kupele-lucky.sk       

kupele@kupele-lucky.sk      www.kupele-lucky.sk 

 

 


